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Ares G36C Electric BlowBack Review



I bought the gun of a member of AirsoftZA.co.za It was originally bought from Wolverine. When I got it what was different from stock is: 1. Camo paint job 2. M110 Spring 3. New hopup rubber 4. Silencer 5. Aimpoint Red/green dot reflex sight I’ve had it for almost a month now and have played 3 games with it. My overall experience with it is: Its LOUD! It feels great in your hands! The blowback is a lot better than you would imagine! Accuracy is fair considering it has a very short inner barrel. I seem to have lost the inner barrel O-ring that keeps the barrel tight inside the outer barrel. That messes up the accuracy as well. The gun was chrono’d with .20g BBs and had a constant 365FPS. I did not get to test the rate of fire but with 7.2V Lipo it seems to be around 10-12RPS.



I wanted to do a breakdown review of the gun. Not a GB breakdown just a normal gun stip to show how easy this gun



disassembles! I have only had fun with it and the EBB is really a selling point for me! I’m not into silent kills as if I was fielding a real G36C it would be pointless if it sounded like a sewing machine. It is really very difficult to convey how the gun feels in your hands when firing it through a video but I will add one to the post. I’ve tinkered with the blowback and found that the best way to increase it is to get the bolt heavier. The return spring does not really add to the effect as does adding weight to the bolt does.



I know a lot of people try to get their weapons as silent as possible but a few of us like the loud more “realistic” sound!



To each his own I always say! Enjoy the breakdown!



Here we have the G36C from Ares with its magazine. As you can see it looks pretty neat with the camo paint.



Others have said that the magazine holds around 430 rounds but for me it seems to be more around 300 rounds. Normal high cap mag.



A really GREAT feature in the Ares G36 is the bolt catch/spring tension release button just in front of the trigger. Its pretty difficult to press to release the spring tension but works and a you can hear the gears turning when pressing the button. It also locks the bolt in place making hop up adjustments real simple.



Here you can see the bolt locked in place and button is pressed in.



Here is the hop up adjustment ring. I have found my hop up to be a little unsensitive but I must say I think I overlubed the hopup and mag. My stupidity but was told to do it. Now just need it to clear up a bit.



The iron sights are decent and I’ve used it in a game and its quite effective. Notch type and ring type.



Picattiny Rails comes with the gun on top and 3 small rails at the front. Easy to mount optics and grips, lasers etc.



Outer barrel and flash hider are metal with clockwise thread to screw in the flash hider or silencers.



The stock is foldable and is very sturdy when extended and folded. Ares really made it to last! The stock is folded by pressing the BIG release button on the left hand side of the stock.



This is the stock catch. Its quite small and thin but seems to be really durable. I personally don’t snap the stock in place or jerk it to open again. I lift the stock a little just to help it over the edge.



With the stock folded the gun feel a bit out of balance for me and find it difficult to use the sights but in CQB it might be okay. I prefer the stock extended.



Fire selector switch is ambidextrous and might be one of the few flaws of the gun. The selector really does NOT click into place with a good solid feel. What I have noticed is that when you go from safe to semi it does not click in place. But take it to auto first and back to semi it clicks just fine. I’ve found the problem but will inspect a fix for that later.



Inside the magwell there is an Ares sticker with a serial number just to confirm that it is a genuine Ares product as there was fakes in circulation.



The stock end has a very comfortable rubber shoulder pad. Nothing special just feels right. Also there is a sling attachment point in the stock but it seems quite thin and I won’t be using it anyway as I prefer one point slings.



The one point sling mount seems to hold up quite well and it’s the only one I’ve used so far. There is also a front sling mount. I don’t have a proper pic of it but it’s at the front at the hand grip rail.



The whole receiver is held together by 3 pins. I will demonstrate how they are removed and I use only my hands. No need for tools.



At the magwell.



Just swivel the magwell downwards and pull it off it’s rotating pins.



Pin at the handguard and pin at the gearbox:



A really cool feature is the nifty pin holder in the stock so if you need to field strip your pins will not get lost. Use it!



Now fold the stock and lock it in place. Press the rear metal part down and pull out the bolt spring and guide as follows.



Now we can start to take out the gearbox assembly but first pull of the handguard so we can get the battery plug and wire out.



Press in the hop up unit towards the front of the gun to allow the easy removal of the gearbox assembly.



Now just pull the gearbox up/forward and then then pull the back up.



Now the get the charging handle out just slide it out the back:



To take out the hopup and inner barrel make sure the stock is still folded and locked in place. The hopup/barrel assembly is removed with a push it into the outer barrel and then twist it about 45 degrees towards you and then release and slide it out.



To remove the outer barrel simply unscrew the retaining nut and pull the barrel out to the front.



I removed the top rail too just to show how easy it is. 3 Screws but mind the special “nuts” it screws into.



And there you have it. This G36 is stripped down to its core. It takes around 10 minutes top to strip it down like this. Usually less. Assembly also around 5 to 10 minutes. Here is the parts layed out:



Here is a how the battery is inserted. I have a firefox 1600mah 2cell lipo and then I also use 800mah 2 cell lipo batteries as backup. The only plugs I believe in is the XT60 connector found at hobby shops. They can handle amp draws of around 60amp continually without melting and are easy to connect and disconnect. Deans plugs are just too small and have stopped using them since the XT60 connector became available.



I have really enjoyed this gun up to now. It is easy to work on and is very solid. I now need a field gun and decided to get the Ares G36 full length. I believe it is best to stay on the same platform as everything is interchangeable.



Hope you enjoyed the parts breakdown. I highly recommend this Ares G36 range of AEG rifles to anyone who might consider getting it.



Regards



Johannes Coetsee
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